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Introduction
We proudly present to you the Annual Report 2018.
In 2017, we mentioned that intensive monitoring in projects in Kisozi was successfully paying off. In
2018, we have begun picking the fruits of the intensity of monitoring and the involvement of the
community in the areas of healthcare, agriculture and education. The vocational training center in
Kisozi has become the center point of this community involvement: a lively center where
professional skills are learnt, experiences shared and interaction takes place.
In all ways, 2018 has shown that education is a powerful weapon, the key to success and the way out
of poverty.
Esther Haaisma, director of Egoli Africa
David Kawomera, managing director of Egoli Africa/director Egoli Africa Uganda
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Objectives Egoli Africa
The objectives of Egoli Africa are:





Assisting children to receive education and to improve their marginalised circumstances in
Uganda
Giving material, financial and moral support to marginalised and vulnerable groups in
Uganda
Setting up sensitization programs to create knowledge and awareness about the prevention
of hiv/aids and setting up, promoting and supporting other health care programs in Uganda
Empowering women in Uganda

Egoli Africa runs a number of chore projects in the fields of healthcare, education, agriculture and
empowerment that gives people from the communities it works with tools to become independent
and self-sustainable through education and work.
In 2018, we managed to set up and offer a variety of courses for both men and women: hairdressing,
tailoring, making bricks, carpentry and water tank construction offer a wide variety of choice. After
having trained a large group of both men and women to be watertank constructors, the group
constructed the actual watertanks at a large number of schools in the region. Access to water as well
as access to basic facilities in health care were the spearheads in healthcare in 2018. Activities in
agriculture aimed to empower women, to enhance cooperation and responsibilities. Activities in
agricultural projects aimed to get knowledge and elevate hunger, poverty and one-sidedness. 2018
was a year that brought deepening in all aspects.
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Local partners
Egoli Africa cooperates with local partners in Uganda.
Local partners in Uganda that Egoli Africa worked with in 2018 are:





Egoli Africa Uganda
Initiative Uganda
Creation Africa
Bandera group

Egoli Africa Uganda is Egoli Africa’s main partner in monitoring and implementing projects in Uganda.
Egoli Africa and Egoli Africa Uganda are closely linked and connected and Egoli Africa Uganda plays a
key role in Kamuli district. Egoli Africa’s chore projects are implemented through Egoli Africa
Uganda.
Egoli Africa continued the partnership with the Iganga based ngo Initiative Uganda led by Mukasa
Nassar. In cooperation with Initiative Uganda, reusable pads were given out to girls from Buzaya
secondary school in Kisozi and birthing kits were given out with the assistance of village health
teams.
Egoli Africa can depend on the expertise and network of Creation Africa in Jinja. In cooperation with
Creation Africa, birthing kits were distributed to pregnant women in Jinja.
Egoli Africa worked with the Bandera group, a local cbo, in training young men to be watertank
constructors. The Bandera group provided trainers with expertise in this field and guided the young
men during the training period and the period of constructing the watertanks.
Amayinja Crafts remains the partnership to unite selling and marketing crafts by different individual
artists, crafts people and crafts groups.
Egoli Africa also maintains close and warm contacts with Revelation Children’s Ministries
International, Hodassu and Mama and Me Uganda.
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Projects of Egoli Africa in 2018
The following projects were monitored by Egoli Africa in 2018:










Vocational training center in Kisozi
Village ambulances in Kamuli district
Birthing Kits
Mommaluv
Agriculture project in Kisozi
Water & sanitation in Kisozi
Amayinja Crafts
Sponsorship
Worldschool

Activities that were monitored by Egoli Africa in 2018:



The distribution of reusable pads at Buzaya secondary school in Kisozi
Fair Pen at Glory Junior primary school in Kisozi

Vocational training center in Kisozi
2018 was THE year for the vocational training center in Kisozi. After the construction of the actual
building and the provision of water and electricity, the training center was ready to receive its first
learners at the site.
Tailoring lessons kicked off and later that year, hairdressing was a fact as well. In November, the first
group of learners in tailoring graduated from their course and received their certificate.
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Egoli Africa has attracted experiences staff at the center to guide the students daily.
We were able to construct a small house for the askari. Whereas before, the askari would have to sit
on the veranda, he now has space and shelter for his equipment and himself.
Our vision is the training center to grow and be a centerpoint for practical courses and workshops. A
lively center point in the community. New buildings and new equipment are needed and there is
slow and steady progress in its growth.
Egoli Africa is satisfied with how the training center develops: from a bare piece of land there is now
acitivity on daily basis with different practical lessons and agricultural programs.
This project is Egoli Africa’s chore project and will remain so in the coming years.
Village Ambulances in Kamuli district
The Village Ambulances in Kamuli district successfully continued to work in area of Kisozi.
The complete team of Egoli Africa visited the health centers we cooperate with to run the ambulance
services. Records are kept in the health centers that contain information about which patient was
referred to which hospital and transported there with the aid of the village ambulances. The
ambulance services are used frequently and the service is of vital importance. Pregnant women that
go into labour and face complications during birthgiving make use of the services most frequently.
Followed by people who suffer from diseases such as malaria and are too weak to go to a bigger
hospital in for example Kamuli by themselves.

Recording a story about the life saving ambulance by Ramathan Kalulu, Kiyunga health center 2018
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The service of the village ambulances goes hand in hand with the distribution of birthing kits in the
area: both the village ambulance services and the hand out of birthing kits are part of our health care
program to empower women and to improve access to health care for women.
Kameri Rogers remains the coordinator for both the distribution of birthing kits and village
ambulance services. Kamerica Rogers also coordinates daily activities for the ambulance drivers.
Individual stories about the importance of the ambulance drivers were recorded by the team of Egoli
Africa and one of those stories appeared on the website of the White Feather Foundation:
https://whitefeatherfoundation.com/achievements/village-ambulances-helping-newmothers/?fbclid=IwAR2sYr3DmJ5fXRreSB3ScIT--aOO7Vst0Uq4YCKabgaQ4Imzg4RgXTPVR70
Users of the ambulances indicate that for them, the ambulance has meant a difference between life
and death, that without this means of transport the patients would not have been able to reach a
hospital in time. The ambulance services are of vital importance for the communities where they
operate.

Birthing Kits

Birthing Kits are provided to pregnant women to promote hygiene during birthgiving. The birthing
kits are provided thanks to the partnership with the Birthing Kit Foundation from Australia. Birthing
kits are handed out to women in Jinja, Iganga and Kisozi and surroundings. Egoli Africa works
together with Creation Africa, Initiative Uganda and Egoli Africa Uganda to provide pregnant women
with birthing kits. In Jinja, Creation Africa distributed birthing kits at Mpumudde health center and
Walukuba health center. In Kisozi and surrounding villages, the majority of our birthing kits supply
was distributed. In cooperation with small health centers in different rural villages, women were
provided with birthing kits. Pregnant women indicate that without a birthing kit, they can be denied
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help at hospitals. Therefore, the birthing kits contribute to women getting professional assistance
during birthgiving at hospitals and decreasing birth related deaths. In August 2018, a representative
of the health authority spoke with the entire team of Egoli Africa about the impact and importance of
birthing kits and attended a hand out of birthing kits at Kiyunga health center. In 2018, Egoli Africa
introduced birthing kits in many new rural areas in the region of Kisozi. In this area, birthing kits
were handed out in the following villages in cooperation with local health centers:










Mbulamuti
Buluya
Namasagali
Kakundu
Nalinabi
Wankole
Lulyambuzi
Nankandulo
Kasambira

New handout are planned in: Bupadhengo, Lambala, Budhatemwa, Kizito.
During the grant year 2018-2019 Egoli Africa will be able to distribute 2000 birthing kits.

MommaLuv packages
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A record number of young mothers and fathers received a Mommaluv package in 2018 through
Mommaluv from the Netherlands. Mommaluv packages are handed out to give newborn babies a
better start in life: a MommaLuv package contains food and fruit for the mother, clothes, sheets and
blankets, soap, a basin, mosquito net and other baby products which enables women to recover
from pregnancy and birthgiving and give their newborns good care during their first weeks of their
lives. We are delighted to see fathers being present during the handout of the packages. A
remarkable handout was done to papa Hassan who lost his wife during birthgiving and remained
with a baby and 3 other children. The first Pappaluv package handed out in the Kisozi area was a
fact. A number of 28 mothers (and fathers) received a Mommaluv package in 2018.

Agriculture project in Kisozi
Goats project for the elderly
The goats project for the elderly is a project still in full swing in Kisozi. The program is monitored
regularly: Augustine regularly visits the participants in the program and records information about
the situation at home, condition of the goat and the offspring etc.
In 2018, new participants were handed goats as a result of the cycle of handing over offspring.
The number of goats owned by Egoli Africa rose again in 2018. At the site of the project location,
Egoli Africa is working on fencing a part for the goats. Egoli Africa has concluded that in the near
future, the wooden construction for goats may have to be replaced by a more solid construction as
the current shed is affected by termites. Attention also needs to be paid to natural shades (trees,
bushes) and a tidy site for the goats. Attention also needs to be paid to goats being able to roam
around freely: in Uganda, goats are frequently tied on ropes. This has mainly to do with the fact that
goats can destroy neighbours crops and are masters at escaping. Our preference is to let goats roam
around freely and therefore, Egoli Africa is working on the fencing part.
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New participants in the goats program in 2018
The goats program is a program that requires patience: goats can give birth twice a year and after
that the young goats take some time to grow and mature before we can hand them over to new
participants.

Piggery project for womens groups
The piggery project for womens groups is in full swing. Monitoring of the groups and sharing
experiences between the groups takes place on regular basis. Experiences during monitoring
activities have shown that at times the groups needs guidance concerning the division of tasks and
group responsibilities.
Most of the groups have welcomed piglets. The next phase in this project will be the handover of
piglets to new groups and the groups themselves starting a saving plan.
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Water & sanitation in Kisozi
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In Kisozi, Egoli Africa’s main water & sanitation project of 2017-2018 was in progress: The Watertank
project.
The Bandera group that trained a large group of men and women to be watertank constructors,
guided the group during the actual construction phase. Watertanks were constructed at the sites of
primary schools in Kisozi and surrounding villages. Waterfilters were provided to the schools. Staff
members at the schools were taught to maintain the watertanks and waterfilters properly.
Egoli Africa agreed with the staff members at the schools that sensitization on hygiene, the
importance of safe water and avoiding water borne diseases is a task that should be done annually
by the schools themselves. Egoli Africa will occasionally check with the schools about the progress in
their sensitization program.
School vegetable gardens is a part of the water & sanitation program that requires more time,
monitoring and attention throughout 2018-2019.

Amayinja Crafts
Early 2018, Roy de Kruiff worked on the Amayinja Crafts website and made it more attractive and
accessible for customers. Its Instagram handle has been more actively used in 2018 and traffic
through Instagram has increased.
Amayinja Crafts continue to aim to raise funds for sponsorship.
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Amayinja Crafts focuses on knitwear, fashionable products, trendy jewelry with an African touch and
upscaled accessories.

Sponsorship
In 2018, two of our older students in the sponsorship program completed their studies.
Woira Jackison successfully completed his studies at the teacher training college in Kaliro. Woira has
not found a job yet, but currently assists Egoli Africa with activities at the vocational training center.
Godfrey Tenywa completed his studies at St Joseph vocational training center in Kamuli. As part of
his schooling, Godfrey got his driver’s license as well. Until February 2019, Godfrey is busy with a
training period at a garage along the road between Iganga and Kaliro.
Samuel Kiirya, Wilson Kintu and Saniya Nalugonda passed their PLE exams and will go to secondary
school in February 2019. Samuel Kiirya and Wilson Kintu will go to Jipra in Jinja and Saniya
Nalugonda will go to Kamuli progressive in Kamuli.
Throughout 2017 and 2018, Egoli Africa expressed worries about the personal situation of Natasha
Mukyala and Agnes Favor, the two sisters from Kisozi. Their mother is absent at home and in 2018,
their father was sentenced to prison for 2 years. Natasha and Agnes now depend on the care given
to them by their grandparents, who are not capable of paying for necessities needed in boarding.
Agnes and Natasha therefore made a change to Global primary school in Kisozi at the start of term 3,
which has possibilities for day schooling and which is closer to their home.
In 2018, school fees and necessities were paid for:
Primary school:




Natasha Mukyala
Agnes Favor
Alex Mukaire
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Rachel Mukisa
Samuel Kiirya
Paul Kintu
Wilson Kintu
Joan Tibenda
Brian Achoroi
Saniya Namugonda

University/tertiary education:


Woira Jackison, who studies history and religious studies at the National Teachers College in
Kaliro.

Secondary school:



Sylivia Mpatalyona
Juliet Mbwali

Vocational training:


Godfrey Tenywa, who studies car mechanics at St Joseph vocational school in Kamuli.

The need for sponsors to connect to individual pupils or who wish to donate in general to the
sponsorship program is high. The majority of pupils do not have a sponsor and Egoli Africa has been
able to pay schoolfees through reserves and sales of crafts. Egoli Africa wishes to reduce on paying
schoolfees from reserves it builds. Therefore, we do not accept new students in our program and
have decided to stop sponsorship for pupils whose parents should be capable of paying schoolfees in
2019. Egoli Africa also increases responsibilities by the parents, guardians or relatives.
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Worldschool
In 2018-2019, Egoli Africa offered 3 new assignments for secondary school pupils participating in the
Worldschool program. The 3 assignments involved:
1. Designing a marketing plan for crafts for DAPU in Jinja.
2. Designing a marketing plan for reusable pads for RCMI in Jinja.
3. Research about and solutions for rainwater harvesting.
Different groups from 6 secondary schools throughout the Netherlands have worked on the
Worldschool assignments for Egoli Africa.
Early 2018, the Worldschool along with two teachers of two secondary schools in the Netherlands,
paid a visit to Uganda and explored ideas and options to set up the Worldschool Junior Academy,
which will enable an exchange program between Dutch and Ugandan students. Projects in Kisozi,
Iganga and Jinja were visited.
The Worldschool Junior Academy is in the set up phase.
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Worldschool visit to Uganda, February 2018

Reusabled pads at Buzaya secondary school in Kisozi
In May, Egoli Africa was able to hand out reusable pads, made by Ugapads in Iganga as part of a
project by Initiative Uganda, to 200 girls from Buzaya secondary school in Kisozi. The reusable pads
were handed out to girls in s1 and s2. Not only were the reusable pads handed out. Initiative
Uganda also sensitized the girls about the use of ugapads, how to wash them and about menstrual
hygiene. Initiative Uganda also organised a special lesson about menstrual hygiene for boys of
Buzaya secondary school. Awareness about hygiene and the provision of basics was made possible
through this activitiy.
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Fair Pen at Glory Junior primary school in Kisozi
In April, Egoli Africa was able to organize a Fair Pen workshop at Glory Junior primary school in Kisozi.
The workshop lasted a week and Fair Pen guided pupils taught pupils about writing news letters,
expressing their opinions and having discussions. Several activities were held during that week and
pupils wrote newspapers about health, sports, crime and environmental issues. Egoli Africa values
that pupils improve their reading and writing skills and learn to interact about their thoughts and
feelings.
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Partnerships
Just like in previous years, in 2018, support from existing partners, private sponsors and bigger
ngo’s, but also from smaller private funds continued. The financial report shows which new and
existing partners and sponsors contributed to Egoli Africa’s work in east Uganda. One of the
highlights of 2018 was: a visit from the Worldschool to projects in Kisozi, Iganga and Jinja. Playing an
advisory role and managing director David Kawomera taking upon the role as coordinator between
schools in Uganada and the Worldschool with regards to the set up of the Worldschool Junior
Academy is an honour. We are again grateful for the support received from all sponsors, partners
and donors this year. We would like also like to pay extra attention to the importance of the support
given by sponsors to individual children within the sponsor program. Their support is of enormous
importance and value.
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Volunteers and volunteer opportunities
Egoli Africa would like to thank a number of volunteers again for their wonderful support in 2018:
All Worldschool groups who worked on assisgnments for Egoli Africa’s project during 2017-2018 and
2018-2019.
Hans Janssen for his continuous support concerning the sponsorship program that enables us to
offer young people an education in Uganda. It is through him we are able to send so many children
and students to school every year. Hans, you are a pillar for our work in Uganda!
Marjolein Dees and her family for supporting a number of children from one family. They have
changed their lives enormously in a positive way. It is thanks to them that these children can receive
an education.
Julienne Meijer for her everlasting moral support and contributions to our work.
Mandy Ladan for working with us and for contributing to a good a start in the lives of newborns and
their mothers through her valuable work with MommaLuv. Thanks that Egoli Africa can be a partner
of MommaLuv!
Diede Martens for her moral support and contributions to our work.
All lovely ladies from Heteren and Randwijk (Mrs. Romijn, Mrs. Pijl, Mrs de Wit and Mrs Verheyen
and their relatives who assisted them) who knitted and crocheted a large number of baby blankets
and baby hats for young mothers in Kisozi.
Koviljka Pacin and Frits Sibers for their support for discussing and editing assignment for the
Worldschool.
We thank all volunteers and people interested in our work who have contributed in any possible way
to enhance our work in Uganda
Uganda
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Communication and support in 2018
The videos made by the Birthing Kit Foundation from Australia have had a positive impact. The
worldwide network of the White Feather Foundation and its reach through their Facebook page put
Egoli Africa’s work in the spotlights as well.
Egoli Africa became more visible in volunteer networks through posting job vacancies. We became
more visible in volunteer networks in the cities of Arnhem, Nijmegen and Wageningen. It is through
a volunteer network that Roy de Kruiff reacted to work on the Amayinja Crafts website.
Just like in the previous years, Egoli Africa’s website has been the main portal for people to keep up
to date about projects, progress in Uganda, the latest news and job vacancies available. Egoli
Africa’s Facebook page and twitter are actively used to post news updates and opportunities for
volunteer work and internships. Instagram is now actively used for Amayinja Crafts activities.
On a regular basis, Egoli Africa sends out newsletters to its supporting network. In 2018, we send
out newsletters 2 times to our network of supporters and people interested in our work.
Information about the Worldschool Junior Academy and assignments for Worldschool students
working on our projects in Uganda appeared in a brochure designed by the Worldschool. More
information can be found on their website: https://www.worldschool.nl/index.php/in-ontwikkelingworldschool-junior-academy/

Footage from the video “Joan’s story” by the Birthing Kit Foundation
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Fundraising
Fundraising in 2018
Just like in the previous years, Egoli Africa received support for its projects in Uganda mostly through
partnerships with existing partners and new partners and support from sponsors and donors.
We made use of the platform offered by the 1 % club once more. The churches in Heteren made
collective contributions again through fundraising during their church services.

Fundraising in 2019
Egoli Africa will strive to continue existing partnerships in 2019 and will actively apply for support to
various organizations. Egoli Africa aims to continue using volunteer networks to involve volunteers in
the field of fundraising. Also, Egoli Africa will explore offering internships to Dutch marketing &
communication students in order to broaden its horizons.
Online fundraising
Egoli Africa continued to make use of the platform of the 1 % club to raise funds online. Funds were
raised online to buy Ugandapads with Initiative Uganda. In 2019, Egoli Africa plans to make use of
the online crowdfunding platform GoFundMe.
Youbedo put a project online to raise funds for hydroponic farming.
Through sponsorkliks, it is possible to shop online and donate a percentage to Egoli Africa.
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Future
Projects of Egoli Africa in 2019
Projects/activities to be monitored/carried out in 2019 shall be:







Vocational training in Kisozi
Agriculture in Kisozi
Water & sanitation in Kisozi
Healthcare in Kisozi and Iganga
Sponsorship program
Amayinja Crafts

Vocational training in Kisozi
Egoli Africa shall be closely involved in the development of the vocation training center in Kisozi, as it
is Egoli Africa’s chore project.
Different trainings shall be in progress: hairdressing, tailoring, brick making, carpentry, watertank
construction.
Special attention is needed in Uganda for promotional activities to attract new students.
The growth of the vocational center continues with the set up of new trainings, the continuation of
courses and the provision of materials and construction of new facilities. Fencing, new classrooms, a
kitchen are on top of the agenda in 2019.
There is a need to work on building staff quarters, more classrooms and a work shed for the
carpentry department. We strive to work on realising this.
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Agriculture in Kisozi
Agriculture in Kisozi comprises the goats program for elderly people, piggery and crop growing.
Both the goats program for the elderly and the piggery project for women will continue in full swing
and focus on the cycle of handing animals over and starting to yield the fruits by a saving program.
Replacement of the goats shed at the site of Egoli Africa in 2019 is desirable. Expansion of brick
sheds for the pigs owned by Egoli Africa is also desirable.
In agriculture, we wish to focus on practical worskhops for community members. Early 2019, we
shall kick this off with workshops organized by Farm Stew. Farm Stew focuses on good nutrition and
elevating hunger through crop growing.
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Hydroponic farming is also still on top of the agenda. Training and knowledge about hydroponic
farming is needed in the first place. Funding is needed to train staff and community members.
Water and sanitation in Kisozi
The watertank project in Kisozi was rounded off. There shall be monitoring at the schools concerning
the use and mainenance of the watertanks and waterfilters. Attention shall be paid to vegetable
gardens and irrigation methods using watertanks in 2019.
A project like the watertank project is an immense project that can be repeated: new groups can be
trained, new watertanks at new schools can be built. However, it also requires intensive fundraising.
In 2019, Egoli Africa an has interest in seeking funding for:



Carrying out the watertank project once more
Restoration of damaged boreholes
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Healthcare in Kisozi and Iganga
Birthing Kits
Egoli Africa shall continue its partnership with the Birthing Kit Foundation and continue providing
birthing kits to pregnant women in Kisozi, Iganga, other communities in Kamuli district and the area
of Jinja. Like in 2018, new villages and health centers shall be chosen to distribute and introduce
birthing kits.
MommaLuv packages
Egoli Africa will also continue to work with MommaLuv to provide new mothers and their babies a
best start in life.
Ambulance service Kisozi
The ambulance services shall be continued and be monitored closely in 2019. The ambulance drivers
shall wear recognizable shirts during their shifts. The wish is to launch new ambulance services in
new rural areas. In 2018, Egoli Africa wished to explore the possibility of manufacturing our own
ambulances. This has not yielded the right results in 2018. However, we wish to continue exploring
this option more in 2019.
Sponsorship program
In 2019, 10 students and pupils shall be enrolled at primary school and secondary school. Since
students in higher education and vocational studies have finished their studies, we shall have no
students in either tertiary education, at university or vocational training in 2019. Egoli Africa is able
to pay tuition fees for a large number due to reserves created or profits from sales of handmade
crafts. However, it is in desperate need of more sponsors to support the sponsorship program. In
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2019, no new students shall enter the sponsorship program and we even aim to work towards
ending sponsorship for pupils whose parents are capable of paying fees and necessities in 2019.
Amayinja Crafts
Amayinja Crafts sales shall continue, online and offline. Fashionable products with an African touch
can be bought online through www.amayinjacrafts.com. Procees of sales go directly tot he
sponsorship program or are used for educational purposes (such as workshops at the training center
in Kisozi). In 2018, the website has been ‘upgraded’ and in 2019, the focus should be on blog post
and attractive photos to promote the products for sale.

2019 Targets
Targets for 2019 are:













Intensive monitoring of the vocational program in Kisozi.
Developing a long term plan for the agriculture program to become sustainable and durable:
focus on recording information in the goats and piggery programs, focus on a saving
program, focus on crop growing
Attracting new partners for projects and private sponsors for students and pupils taking part
in the sponsorship program.
Carrying out all projects and activities in a transparent way that can be accounted for.
Promoting Egoli Africa’s projects at events, in churches, schools etc.
Developing the platform of Amayinja Crafts
Designing plans for activities at the vocational center in Kisozi to attract, empower and link
youths, community members and schools.
Organizing sports activities for schools and youths in Kisozi with the objective to unite
youths from different schools and to promote a healthy life style.
Setting up educational programs – such as the Fair Pen project and a reading program – at
different schools in Kisozi with the objective to unite schools, teachers and youths in Kisozi.
Team members of Egoli Africa conducting workshops themselves to enhance ties with the
community.
Promotional activities in Uganda to attract new learners at the vocational center
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Final conclusion
This year, our chore project in Kisozi has grown: different trainings are in full swing, different
educational and health related activities take place in the community and in different fields, target
groups have benefitted greatly from our programs and services. Egoli Africa reaches out in all
corners of the communities and areas it works with and works in. Egoli Africa runs lively activities
and there is steady progress visible. Though we should also pay attention to marketing and
promotion, we can say we are good at organizing programs, at coordinating different projects and
reaching out in the community to make a difference. We continue to take a stand in the community
and seek for growth and progress, not only within our project but also as an organization.
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